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I came across a good deal on a ’11 FLHTK Ultra Limited, so I am selling my ’06 Ultra Classic.  As a result, the test of the balancers will 
be ending with this update. [If you know of anyone near the central, northern Illinois area interested in a well maintained ’06 Ultra; 
recently upgraded with a rebuilt engine (less than 45,000 on the engine), newer trans and many other items (including the Centramatic 
balancers, of course); for a very reasonable price – have them contact me for a flyer with all the detail…] 
 
The riding characteristics remained unchanged throughout the entire 21,000 miles.  Very smooth ride with improved handling. 
 

Perfectly even wear continued on the front tire – unlike all previous front tires I ever had installed.  Every previous tire that was only 
static balanced when mounted all developed cupping or other uneven wear at some point during use. 
 

Now for the final tread wear number for the front tire: 
 

From the Dunlop tire website:                   

 
 
 

As a reminder, I measured tread depth at several points around the tire before it was installed and found the listed depth to be very 
consistent.   
 
After the 21,000 miles, as done previously, I also measured at many points around, and on both sides, of the tire.  The measurements 
were taken just to the inside of the tread wear indicator that is molded into the tire; validating the measurement by also measuring 
directly on the tread wear indicator – the second measurements, taken on the indicator, were consistently 1/32 less – which is the 
height of the indicator. 
 

The front tire has 3/64 (1.5/32) left at 21,000 miles.  Raw math gives: 
 

Usable % of Implied Anticipated Previous Anticipated
Initial Usable Depth @ Usable Total Expected Total Miles Increase
Depth Depth* 21,000 Remaining Miles Miles Experienced %

Front 6/32 10/64 3/64 30.0% 30,000 30,000 26,000 15.4%  
* Usable depth meaning anticipated tire replacement at tread wear indicator depth with 1/32 remaining on the tire. 
 

The Implied Total Expected Miles is the result of the math.  The Anticipated Total Miles was based on my real world experience that tire 
wear is not linear.  It had been my experience that the front tire will last somewhat longer than linear math would indicate.  However, 
from the 10,000 mile update until now, the front has continued to exhibit a linear wear rate.  So I believe the anticipated 30,000 on the 
front to be reasonable.  The previously experienced mileage is from a prior Elite 3 front tire.  Perhaps being constantly in balance, with 
the 2 balancing devices on the front wheel, provides for the linear trend. 
 
In my opinion the only disadvantage with the balancer devices continues to be the restriction to the type of disc locking device 
that can be used. 
  
Final conclusion to this long term review: 
 
I hope this conclusion will convey the significance intended – I have purchased a set of the Centramatic balancers for my new 
bike and will be having them installed as soon as possible. 
 
The ’11 Limited I picked up just had Michelin Commander II tires installed only 500 miles prior.  With the Centramatic 
balancers I know I will enjoy comfortable, stable riding; even tire wear; and extended tire life - the sum of which, in my opinion, 
more than justifies the cost. 
 
Please feel free to contact me with any questions you may have. 


